More

CLASSES

10 Things to do with “Wine” Bottles
Jan. 25

Besides Empty Them
Sat.9:15-1:15pm Fee $25
Plus materials

Skill
Level

Do you ever look at that empty wine bottle and
wonder “What can I do with this?” Creative
Glass people hate to throw anything away, so
let’s see what we can do!
the wine bottle at another time perhaps! We will
show you many different projects that you can
do with them. Learn how to cut the bottoms off
to make hanging lanterns, among other things.
We will demonstrate how to use the bottle cutter
as well as drilling holes into the bottles. We will
also talk about how to flatten them into cheese trays and
much more.
In this class, we will show other techniques to dress up your
empties. Bring in your favorite bottle and let’s make some
magic! Don’t worry if you don’t have a bottle, we will have
extras! This is the ultimate in recycling!
Leaded &

Jan.21
Jan. 28

Jan. 18

Fused Winter Time Plate

Skill
Level

Sat.9:15-1:15pm Fee $35
Plus materials
W ard off the snowfall with this
beautiful Snowman plate that you can
make yourself! As long as you have
it displayed on your table, the snow
will stay away, right?
You will get to use the larger kiln for
this project and learn more about the
world of hot glass fusing! You will need glass cutting
experience for this class.
The fee is $35 plus materials. The plate will be 8-12”
in diameter. In this class we will cover the basics of
glass fusing and slumping in the larger kiln. Each
student actually has their own kiln to fire their project.
Class is limited so sign up today!

Jan. 11

Frit Casting Demo
Sat.9:15-1:15pm Fee $15

Frit Casting has everyone wondering

Fused Ice Windchime
Tuesday 6:30-9pm Fee $45
Includes Materials

Skill
Level

Imagine the look of real Icicles added
to a Stained Glass Snowflake! In this
class you’ll Fuse your glass Icicles and
construct a leaded glass snowflake to
complete the Windchime.
We will be combining several stained
glass aspects to make this project: Fusing, Cutting, &
Leading! This class is an introduction to the world of
fusing so fusing experience isn’t necessary!
You will need to bring your soldering iron, soldering
supplies, and glass cutting tools to class.

New Molds

how they do that? Steve will show you
how to take tiny particles of crushed
glass and make cool projects in your
kiln, even the smaller kilns!
In this class, you will see how to acurately prepare
your mold with the right amount of frit and fire it in
the kiln. We will discuss firing schedules suited for
frit castings, among other things. I know your Mother
told you not to play with broken glass, but sometimes
we have to live on the edge!
The fee is $15 and you will get a free Frit Pod Mold
(9.99 value) to take home and make one yourself!

Christmas Open House
Saturday Dec.7
10:00-3:00pm

Make an unique Cheese Tray
easily by slumping your
favorite wine bottle in one of
our new bottle molds. We
have a mold with a Christmas
Tree, Welcome and plain.
They are a real conversation
piece at any holiday event!
Check out our complete stock of slumping molds. We
have well over 50 in stock!

Join our Email Club for FREE
Sign up for our FREE email newsletter and
get all of the Glass House News as soon as
it is posted. Also find out about any last minute updates
on classes and things happening at The Glass House!
Sign up at www.glasshousestore.com and don’t miss
out!
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